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論文題目 
Thesis Title 

Low Temperature Waste Heat Recovery through Combined 

Absorption Heat Pump and Methanol Steam Reforming System 

 

要旨（和文 1000 字程度又は英文 400 語程度） 
Thesis Summary（approx.1000 Japanese Characters or approx.400 English Words ） 

Methanol steam reforming (MSR) is one of potential methods for hydrogen production due 

to its lowest reaction temperature compared to other hydrocarbon steam reforming. 

Meanwhile, enormous amount of low temperature waste heat is being discarded by various 

industrial sectors annually. Making use of this waste heat for MSR implies that huge 

amount of wasted energy can be potentially recovered into hydrogen energy. 

In this study, MSR experiments were carried out, and the influence of temperature, gas 

hourly space velocity (GHSV), and steam-carbon ratio (S/C) on methanol conversion as 

well as selectivity of product species were reported. The results of methanol conversion 

show that temperature over 473 K is required to enable high level of methanol conversion, 

due to endothermic nature of MSR. For this reason, the temperature level of waste heat 

must be boosted up. Utilizing an absorption heat pump (AHP) is one of promising 

approaches in order to enhance the temperature of the waste heat to the degree favorable 

for MSR reaction. However, AHP system requires some work for its driving force. How 

this AHP work compared with the energy gain (energy recovered) through MSR reaction 

is a point of interest to be considered. 

備考  上記の論文には、学則第８６条第２項に規定する特定の課題についての研究の成果を含む。 
note The above thesis includes the result of research on a speciffc theme noted in clause 2, article 86 of the Institute Regulations. 

For Students of the Integrated Doctoral Education Program Only. 



 

Therefore, a combined AHP-MSR system was evaluated in this study. A feasibility 

criterion, which measures the ratio between net energy gain obtained by MSR reaction 

over energy required by AHP system, was also proposed and investigated. By using the 

proposed feasibility criterion, optimum AHP step number could be determined. Other 

parameters pertaining to both AHP and MSR system were also determined and calculated. 

In particular, discussions would focus on the effects of S/C and GHSV of experimental 

MSR upon feasibility criterion of the combined system.  

Some results show that the decrease of GHSV results in the increase of feasibility 

criterion for AHP step number up to 3. On the other hand, the increase of S/C results 

in the shifting of feasibility criterion peak from step number 3 to 2. At the optimum 

condition, with constant TD (waste heat temperature) 373 K and TC (AHP condenser 

temperature) 298 K, our calculation results show that feasibility criterion value of 

about 4 to 6 could be achieved at step number 2 with the condition of S/C = 2 and GHSV 

4000 h-1 or S/C = 1 and GHSV 1333 h-1 respectively. 

（修士論文要旨） 
Masters Program Thesis Summary 

東京工業大学 
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CHAPTER 1 

RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

 

1.1 Introduction 
Several decades ahead, the impact of depleting fossil fuel will become more 

and more imminent. The world’s demand for this fossil fuel is tantalizing, and thirst 

for energy resources to keep industrial sectors and nations’ development will surely 

push the issue of energy security to become main concerns of many countries. At the 

same time, global warming and other environmental problems are posing threats that 

have not yet been understood well. 

Regarding this conditions, a future advanced energy system should be 

proposed. Hydrogen energy is one of the potential candidates, due to its being clean, 

zero-carbon emission, and the possibility of production from renewable energy/ 

resources. Besides, the progress of researches on technologies that utilize this 

hydrogen energy such as fuel cell and hydrogen gas turbine is also going on.  

Hydrogen also plays important roles in chemical industries, most significantly 

in the production of ammonia fertilizers by means of a high-pressure reaction between 

nitrogen and hydrogen. Currently, ammonia production consumes about 59% of the 

hydrogen produced in the world [1-4]. Hydrogen is also widely used as a reactant in 

hydrogenation process (where hydrogen is used to crack hydrocarbons, to saturate 

compounds, or to remove sulfur and nitrogen compounds) as well as an agent in the 

reduction process (to chemically remove trace amounts of O2 to prevent oxidation and 

corrosion).  

Hydrogen, as a matter of fact, can be produced from a wide range of diverse 

energy resources, including fossil fuel (such as natural gas and coal), nuclear energy, 

and renewable energies (biomass, geothermal, solar, wind). From hydrocarbon (fossil 

fuel, biomass), hydrogen can be produced via gasification, partial oxidation, or 

reforming processes. From nuclear and other renewable energies (non-biomass), 

hydrogen can be produced via electrolysis of water, thermolysis (thermal 

decomposition) and thermochemical processes [5-7]. 
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In the far future, the production of hydrogen will rely totally on the 

contribution of renewable energy. However, for the short and middle-term scenario, 

the fraction of renewable energy contribution will be still significantly small. At 

present, 96% of hydrogen produced in the world still comes from the processing of 

hydrocarbon [5-7]. Therefore, hydrogen production still relies heavily on the 

hydrocarbon processing as the main feedstock. 

 

1.2 Hydrocarbon Processing for Hydrogen Production 
Hydrocarbon processing for hydrogen production comprises of several 

possible methods such as: gasification, partial oxidation, and reforming reactions. 

Gasification is a process in which hydrocarbon (such as coal or biomass) is 

converted into gaseous components (H2, CO, CO2) by applying heat in the presence of 

steam and/or oxygen. Gasification process in a gasifier can incorporate reactions such 

as: 

• pyrolysis (where the hydrocarbon is decomposed by supplying heat – without 

water or oxygen present – to produce volatiles (such as H2, tars, CH4) and 

carbon (char)),  

• combustion/ partial oxidation (where volatile products and some of the char 

reacts with oxygen to form CO2 and CO which provides heat for subsequent 

gasification reactions),  

• gasification process (where char reacts with steam and CO2 to produce H2 and 

CO), 

• water gas shift reaction (where CO reacts with steam to produce CO2 and H2). 

Gasification is usually applied to the solid hydrocarbons, and currently it accounts for 

about 18% of total hydrogen production in the world [5-7]. 

Still, 78% of world hydrogen production comes from either partial oxidation 

or reforming reaction, with the latter accounts for most of the portion. Partial 

oxidation (POX) is a process where sufficient oxygen is employed to oxidize the 

carbon content of hydrocarbon to carbon monoxide while simultaneously producing 

hydrogen, which in general can be expressed as: 

2CmHn + mO2 ↔ 2mCO + nH2.      (1.1) 
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Partial oxidation is exothermic in nature, and therefore an external heat source for the 

reactor is not necessary. This makes the partial oxidation unit become more compact 

than a steam reforming reactor. However, partial oxidation produces less hydrogen 

per hydrocarbon converted, requires high processing temperature (1100-1500°C 

without catalyst and 600-900°C with catalyst), requires air separation unit to produce 

oxygen as reactant, and creates coke/ hot spot formation (due to its exothermic nature). 

For methane (CH4) partial oxidation, typically the catalysts are based on Ni or Rh; 

however, nickel (Ni) has a strong tendency to coke and Rh cost has increased 

significantly [1]. Thus, reforming reactions of hydrocarbons still come out as the main 

choice to produce hydrogen economically at present. 

 

1.2.1 Reforming Processes of Hydrocarbon 

With the advancements of technologies in reforming processes, hydrocarbons 

can now be reformed in multiple arrays of possible routes. These include steam 

reforming, dry reforming, autothermal reforming (combination of steam reforming 

and partial oxidation), plasma reforming, as well as aqueous phase reforming. 

Steam reforming is the most common way for hydrogen production due to its 

several advantages, such as: lowest processing temperature, best H2/CO ratio for H2 

production, oxygen is not required, and currently has the most extensive industrial 

experiences. A typical steam reforming of methane is: 

CH4 + H2O(g) ↔ CO + 3H2  kJ/mol206K298 +=°ΔH .  (1.2) 

Steam reforming is endothermic in nature, and steam reforming of methane requires 

temperature around 700-900°C with nickel-based catalyst. 

Dry reforming is the reforming reaction of hydrocarbon with CO2, yielding 

product species of CO and H2. The typical dry reforming of methane is expressed by: 

CH4 + CO2 ↔ 2CO + 2H2  kJ/mol247K298 +=°ΔH .  (1.3) 

Dry reforming is endothermic in nature, with reaction temperature between 700 and 

900°C supported by Ni-La or Rh catalysts. The composition of product gases has a 

low H2:CO ratio, deemed suitable for the synthesis of oxygenated chemicals by some 

researchers [8-9]. 

Autothermal reforming (ATR) is the combination of steam reforming and 

partial oxidation. The heat generated from partial oxidation can be used to supply the 
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endothermic heat required by reforming reaction, so that an external heat source is not 

needed and therefore the system can be simplified. One advantage of ATR is that it 

can be stopped and started very rapidly, while producing a larger amount of hydrogen 

compared to partial oxidation. 

In plasma reforming, the overall reforming reactions are the same as 

conventional (steam) reforming. However, energy and free radicals used for the 

reforming reactions are provided by plasma generated with electricity or heat. When 

water or steam is injected with the hydrocarbon; H, OH, O radicals and electrons are 

formed, creating conditions for both reductive and oxidative reactions to occur. 

Aqueous phase reforming (APR) is a newly developed reforming process to 

convert hydrocarbons (mostly carbohydrates or oxygenated hydrocarbons) into 

hydrogen. APR reactor typically operates in temperature range from 220 to 270°C 

with pressures up to 25-30 MPa. The advantages of APR include elimination of the 

need to vaporize water and feedstock, and also enable hydrocarbons which cannot be 

vaporized such as glucose to be processed without first degrading it. 

 

1.2.2 Steam Reforming of Various Hydrocarbons 

Compared to other reforming reactions, steam reforming requires relatively 

modest temperature (experimentally >180°C for methanol, DME, and other 

oxygenated hydrocarbons; and >500°C for most conventional hydrocarbons). The 

catalysts typically used can be divided into two types: non-precious metal (such as 

nickel, copper) and precious metal from Group VIII elements (platinum or rhodium 

based). 

Based on kinetics, the activation energy (Ea) of C-C scission in oxygenated 

hydrocarbon is less than Ea of C-C scission in alkane hydrocarbons, and therefore the 

oxygenated hydrocarbons (such as methanol, DME) can be easier activated at lower 

temperature. This theory also corresponds to concepts of thermodynamics about 

exergy rate in a chemical reaction and its relation with temperature. 

Exergy rate is defined as the ratio between Gibbs free energy (ΔG) over the 

enthalpy (ΔH), which can be expressed as: 

H
G

Δ
Δ=ε .         (1.4) 
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When optimized to the ambient condition, Gibbs free energy can be viewed as exergy, 

which shows the portion of energy that can be converted into useful work. On the 

other hand, enthalpy corresponds to the amount of energy, which is conveniently 

applied in the analysis of a flow system. 

When a chemical reaction occurs, there will be changes in the compositions of 

chemical substances, some energy (usually in the form of heat) is released or absorbed, 

and therefore there will be changes in Gibbs free energy and enthalpy in the reacting 

system. By knowing the enthalpy and Gibbs free energy changes of the reacting 

system, exergy rate (ε) can be determined using Eq. (1.4). Further, from this exergy 

rate (ε), theoretical temperature required by a chemical reaction can be determined 

from: 

0

00 )/ln(
1

TT
TTT

−
−=ε ,        (1.5) 

where T0 is the temperature of ambient, T is the theoretical temperature of the 

chemical reaction. The details of derivation of Eq. (1.5) can be seen in Appendix A. 

By using Eq. (1.4) and (1.5), and regarding the ambient temperature (T0) value 

298 K, theoretical temperature of various chemical reactions can be determined. For 

the steam reforming, the theoretical reaction temperatures of various hydrocarbons 

were calculated and summarized in Table 1.1. 

 

Table 1.1 
Exergy rate and the corresponding theoretical temperature of steam reforming of various 
hydrocarbons. 

Reactions Exergy rate of reaction [%] Temperature [K] 

CH3OH + H2O → CO2 + 3H2 (methanol) 7.0 344 

CH3OCH3 + 3H2O → 2CO2 + 6H2 (DME) 14.0 400 

C2H5OH + 3H2O → 2CO2 + 6H2 (ethanol) 30.4 592 

C2H6 + 4H2O → 2CO2 + 7H2 (ethane) 43.8 860 

CH4 + 2H2O → CO2 + 4H2 (methane) 51.6 1106 
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1.2.3 Endothermic Nature and Waste Heat Utilization 

As can be seen in Table 1.1, hydrocarbon steam reforming reactions are 

endothermic in nature. The theoretical reaction temperatures are lowest among 

oxygenated hydrocarbons (methanol, DME, ethanol); and getting higher for the 

alkane hydrocarbons (ethane, methane). Endothermic nature of these reactions 

suggests that heat supply must be maintained to the reacting system, to keep the 

operating temperature constant. However, endothermic nature also suggests that the 

chemical energy content is increased from the reactant to the product sides, which is 

indicated with positive signs of the ΔH and ΔG. The increase of this energy content is 

obviously due to the heat supply to the reacting system. 

Meanwhile, huge amount of waste heat is being dissipated by various 

industrial sectors in the world. In the case of Japan alone, approximately more than 

400 PJ† waste heat (100-150°C) is dissipated annually [10-12] as shown in Fig. 1.1. 

 

 
Figure 1.1. Waste heat dissipated annually by industrial sectors in Japan. 

 

As shown in Fig. 1.1, most of the waste heat dissipated is low temperature and 

low quality waste heat which is difficult to recycled. Most significantly, the majority 

of waste heat comes from electricity and chemical industries. If this tantalizing 
                                                 
† 1 PJ = 1015 Joule 
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amount of low quality waste heat could be recovered to be stored into hydrogen 

energy by low temperature steam reforming reactions, tremendous energy gain might 

be achieved. Methanol steam reforming, as the lowest temperature reaction among 

hydrocarbon steam reforming reactions (as shown in Table 1.1), is therefore expected 

to play a significant role in this waste heat recovery energy system. 

 

1.3 Fundamentals of Methanol Steam Reforming (MSR) 
 Methanol (CH3OH), also known as methyl alcohol or wood alcohol is the 

simplest form of alcohols. It is colorless, water-soluble liquid with a mild alcoholic 

odor. Several important properties of methanol are summarized in Table 1.2. 

 

Table 1.2 
Properties of methanol. 

Chemical formula CH3OH 

Molar mass 32.04 g mol-1 

Melting point −96.7 °C 

Boiling point 64.6 °C 

Density at 293 K 791 kg m-3 

Specific heat capacity cp,m (liquid phase) 79.5 J mol-1 K-1 

Specific heat capacity cp,m (gas phase) (373-496 K) 61.4 J mol-1 K-1 

Enthalpy of vaporization 38 kJ mol-1 

Enthalpy of formation (25°C, 1 atm) (liquid phase) −238.6 kJ mol-1 

Enthalpy of formation (25°C, 1 atm) (gas phase) −200.6 kJ mol-1 

Gibbs function of formation (25°C, 1 atm) (liquid phase) −166.3 kJ mol-1 

Gibbs function of formation (25°C, 1 atm) (gas phase) −162.0 kJ mol-1 

 

Methanol has many advantageous properties that make it a potential feedstock 

for hydrogen production. Methanol is easily miscible with water, does not require 

special conditions of storage, can be produced from biomass resources, has a low 

sulfur content, high H:C ratio and no C:C ratio. Hydrogen production from methanol 

can then be achieved through methanol steam reforming (MSR), partial oxidation 

(POX), or autothermal reforming (ATR). However, among these three methods, MSR 
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has several advantages, such as: ability to produce a rich in hydrogen outlet stream 

(~75%), ease of handling, requires lowest processing temperature, and has the best 

H2/CO ratio for H2 production. 

 

1.3.1 Energy and Exergy Concepts of MSR 

Methanol steam reforming, in the complete reaction, can be described as 

follow: 

CH3OH(l) + H2O(l) ↔ CO2(g) + 3H2(g) ,     (1.6) 

ΔH°MSR = +130.97 kJ/ mol CH3OH, 
ΔG°MSR = +9.18 kJ/ mol CH3OH. 

These enthalpy and Gibbs free energy changes can be calculated from the enthalpy of 

formation difference (ΔHf°) between the product and reactant sides of the reaction. 

The initial state of the reactants and final state of the products are considered in 

Standard Reference State (STP 298.15 K, 1 atm) with the ambient conditions in STP 

as well (denoted by superscript ° ). 

As a matter of fact, ΔH°MSR can also be calculated from the difference of 

enthalpy of combustion (ΔHc°) between 3 moles of hydrogen and 1 mole of methanol. 

The same can be applied to ΔG°MSR as well, as indicated in Table 1.3. 

 

Table 1.3 
Enthalpy and Gibbs energy of combustion at STP (298.15 K, 1 atm). 

 ΔHc° ΔGc° 

Methanol (liquid phase) −726.52 kJ/mol −702.36 kJ/mol 

Hydrogen (gas phase) −285.83 kJ/mol −237.18 kJ/mol 

 

The positive signs of enthalpy change and Gibbs free energy change 

emphasize that there is an increase in energy contents when one mole of methanol is 

converted into three moles of hydrogen. The increase of this chemical energy content 

is equivalent to the supplied endothermic heat (which can be the low quality waste 

heat). In a sense, therefore, MSR has enabled a big enhancement in the exergy rate of 

waste heat, and store it into hydrogen energy, as shown in Fig. 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2. Waste heat exergy rate enhancement by MSR 

 

1.3.2 Equilibrium of MSR 

When methanol is mixed with steam in a catalytic condition, numerous 

intermediate catalyst-depending reactions occur. These intermediate reactions 

summed up into typical MSR reaction observed in macroscopic view. Besides MSR 

reaction, another notable reaction occurring simultaneously is the water gas shift 

reaction. This water gas shift reaction is also a reversible two-way reaction, where the 

significance of which way depends on the condition of reactor (temperature, pressure, 

mixture composition). 

In this study, MSR reaction and reverse water-gas shift reaction will be taken 

into account. These two reactions can be written, respectively as: 

CH3OH(g) + H2O(g) ↔ CO2(g) + 3H2(g) ΔH°MSR = +49.5 kJ/ mol, (1.7) 

CO2(g) + H2(g) ↔ CO(g) + H2O(g)  ΔH°Shift = +41.1 kJ/ mol. (1.8) 

It should be noted that the reactants in Eq. (1.7) are considered in the gas phase, since 

the temperature of MSR experiments performed (will be discussed in Chapter 2) is in 

the level of more than 160°C. 

Thus, we can view that when a certain amount of methanol is mixed with 

certain amount of steam, with the help of catalysts, certain amount of hydrogen and 

CO2 might be produced. The produced CO2 might react with hydrogen produced to 

simultaneously yield CO and H2O. To generalize the equilibrium analysis, certain 
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amounts of inert gas (N2) is also present in the MSR and reverse water gas shift 

reactions. After reaching chemical equilibrium condition, quantities of each species 

will change (except the inert gas). This can be described in Table 1.4 as follow: 

 

Table 1.4 
Composition of each chemical species before and after reaching equilibrium in the 
simultaneously occurring MSR and reverse water gas shift reactions, with the presence of 
inert gas. 

 CH3OH H2O N2 H2 CO2 CO 

Before (mol) 1 S N 0 0 0 

Reacted (mol) −α −α+αβ − +3α−αβ +α−αβ +αβ 

Equilibrium (mol) 1−α S−α+αβ N 3α−αβ α−αβ αβ 

Total number of moles after equilibrium = 2α+S+N+1 

 

The amount of converted methanol is equivalent to α. On the other hand, β 

corresponds to the percentage of CO2 converted into CO, and therefore αβ 

corresponds to the amount (mole) of converted CO2 into CO. 

The equilibrium constant of each reaction can be determined by van’t Hoff 

equation: 

22

)()()(ln
TR
Th

TR
TH

dT
Kd

u

R

u

P =Δ= ,      (1.9) 

where KP is the equilibrium constant, ΔH(T) or Rh (T) is the enthalpy change of 

reaction, Ru is universal gas constant (8.314 kJ kmol-1 K-1) and T is temperature. By 

integrating Eq. (1.9) under approximation that specific heat is constant (which also 

means constant Rh ), Eq. (1.9) will become: 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

−
−

=
TR

h
TR
gh

TK
u

R

u

RR
P

1

)(
exp)( .      (1.10) 

where Rg  is the Gibbs free energy change of reaction, T is the temperature at which 

KP is to be determined, and T1 is the temperature of reference state (from which the 

constant values of Rh  and Rg  are determined). The derivation details of Eq. (1.10) as 

well as some insight about chemical equilibrium can be seen in Appendix B. 
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By using Eq. (1.10), the KP of MSR and reverse water gas shift reaction at 

various temperature conditions can be determined. Rh  and Rg  values of both 

reactions can be determined from thermodynamics data of enthalpy of formation and 

Gibbs energy of formation of each species involved in the reactions. T1 is considered 

in STP condition, and thus the value is regarded as 298 K. 

After the values of equilibrium constant are determined, the equilibrium 

composition of both MSR and reverse water gas shift reactions can be determined 

from: 

BA

DC

BA

DC
νν

νν

PP
PP

K P = ,        (1.11) 

where Pi is the partial pressure of each chemical species (A, B, C, D), and ν is the 

stoichiometric coefficient of each species respectively, described in chemical reaction 

as follow: 

νAA + νBB ↔ νCC + νDD.       (1.12) 

Incorporating Eq. (1.11) into data in Table 1.4, the relation between 

equilibrium constant and equilibrium composition for MSR reaction can be expressed 

as: 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+++
+−

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+++
−

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+++
−

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+++
−

=
P

NS
SP

NS

P
NS

P
NSK P

α
αβα

α
α

α
αβα

α
αβα

2121
1

2121
3 3

MSR,  

2
2

34

))(1()21(
)1()3( P

SNS αβααα
ββα

+−−+++
−−= ,    (1.13) 

and for reverse water gas shift reaction as: 
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⎠
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+−= S .       (1.14) 

As expressed in Eq. (1.10), KP is a parameter that depends on temperature only, and 

that the changes of KP will affect the equilibrium composition described in Eq. (1.13) 

and (1.14). Since Eq. (1.13) and (1.14) are a set of non-linier equations with two 
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variables to be solved (α and β), it will be solved by Newton-Raphson method (more 

details of this method can be seen in Appendix C). 

The influences of N (inert gas), P (reaction pressure), and S (steam-carbon 

ratio or S/C) on the α (methanol conversion) and β (CO2 conversion into CO) are 

shown in Figure 1.3 to 1.5. 

 

 
Figure 1.3. Influence of inert gas on equilibrium condition of methanol conversion (a) 

and CO2 conversion into CO (b) 
 

As shown in Fig. 1.3 (a), the presence of inert gas just has a slight influence on 

the equilibrium condition of methanol conversion, where the increase of N (inert gas 

ratio over methanol) gives a positive contribution to the conversion increase. However, 

for the CO2 conversion into CO, the presence of inert gas almost has no significant 

effect as shown in Fig. 1.3 (b). This, as a matter of fact, can be attributed to the 

characteristic of each reaction. MSR is a volume-expanding reaction, and therefore an 

addition of inert gas, in microscopic point of view, help expanding the reaction 

proceed to the product side. On the other hand, reverse water gas shift is a relatively 

constant-volume reaction (especially when the reactant and product species all are 

considered as ideal gas), and therefore inert gas presence doesn’t give significant 

effect on the shifting of the reaction. This is also obviously expressed in Eq. (1.14) 

where the term N diminishes one another. Some experimental results of inert gas 

influence on MSR will be shown in Chapter 2 Subsection 2.3.3. 
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Figure 1.4 shows the effect of reaction pressure on the equilibrium condition 

of methanol conversion and CO2 conversion into CO. The increase of pressure results 

in the decrease of methanol conversion, as shown in Fig. 1.4 (a). This is due to the 

fact that volume-expanding reaction favors a lower pressure for its expansion. On the 

other hand, reaction pressure has relatively insignificant effect on the CO2 conversion 

into CO, as shown in Fig. 1.4 (b). The slight effect at high reaction pressure (P = 8 

atm) might be due to the decrease of methanol conversion which subsequently affect 

the amount of CO2 produced (since these two reaction occur simultaneously). This is 

also obvious in Eq. (1.14) where the pressure term is absent in the equilibrium 

composition side of the equation. 

 

 
Figure 1.4. Influence of reaction pressure on equilibrium condition of methanol 

conversion (a) and CO2 conversion into CO (b) 
 

Lastly, the steam-carbon ratio (S/C) influence on methanol conversion and 

CO2 conversion into CO is shown in Fig. 1.5. The increase of S/C results in the 

increase of equilibrium of methanol conversion, as shown in Fig. 1.5 (a). This is in 

accordance with Le Chatelier’s principle: 

“If a chemical system at equilibrium experiences a change in concentration, 
temperature, volume, or partial pressure, then the equilibrium shifts to counteract the 
imposed change.” 

The steam is one of the reactants in MSR reaction and one of products in reverse 

water gas shift reaction, therefore the change of its quantities will shift the reaction to 

the forward and reverse side respectively. In Fig. 1.5 (b), it can be seen that the 
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increase of S/C significantly decrease the conversion of CO2 into CO. Therefore, 

increasing the steam ratio is one way to suppress the CO formation in the MSR 

reaction. The influence of S/C is also obviously expressed in Eq. (1.13) and (1.14) 

where it appears in the term (S−α+αβ) for both reactions, and in (2α+S+N+1) for 

MSR reaction. 

 

 
Figure 1.5. Influence of S/C on equilibrium condition of methanol conversion (a) and 

CO2 conversion into CO (b) 
 

 

1.4 Fundamentals of Absorption Heat Pump (AHP) 
Heat pump is a device that transfers heat from low temperature medium to 

high temperature medium with the help of mechanical work/ other forms of input 

energy. This is done by exploiting the physical properties of a condensing and 

evaporating fluid known as refrigerant. Heat pump generally can be divided into two 

types: compression heat pump and absorption heat pump. Compression heat pump 

operates on mechanical energy (electricity), while absorption heat pump can run on 

heat as an energy source. When there is a source of inexpensive thermal energy (such 

as geothermal energy, solar energy, or waste heat), absorption heat pump can become 

an economically attractive and energy efficient device for thermal engineering 

purposes. 
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1.4.1 Thermodynamics of AHP 

In this study, absorption heat pump (AHP) with H2O/LiBr as refrigerant and 

carrier fluid (transport medium) will be considered. This AHP system consists of four 

main parts: absorber, evaporator, generator, and condenser, as shown in Fig. 1.6. The 

heat input to the AHP system is QG (in generator) and QE (in evaporator). On the 

other hand, the heat output from the AHP system is QA (in absorber) and QC (in 

condenser). However, only QA is the desired output energy which will be used to 

further boost up the temperature of the waste heat contained in the steam. 

 

 
Figure 1.6. Schematic of absorption heat pump system, with temperature conditions 

of generator, evaporator, condensor and absorber. 
 

The working mechanism of this AHP system can be summarized as follow. 

Waste heat in the form of hot water or steam with temperature TD is transported into 

generator and evaporator, heating those two parts, and changing the phase of the 

circulating refrigerant. From evaporator, the refrigerant gas enters the absorber, 

having exothermic reaction, releasing heat that is to be used for generating steam in 

the desired temperature level. Meanwhile, the refrigerant gas from generator will be 

condensed into liquid form, requiring less energy to be pumped to the evaporator. The 
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temperature of generator (TG) and evaporator (TE) is relatively similar, and thus can be 

simplified as one uniform temperature, denoted by TD. Cooling water in room 

temperature will be used to cool the condenser, maintaining its temperature of TC. The 

heat released in absorber will be used to heat up steam (containing waste heat with 

temperature TD) to become desired output temperature of AHP, denoted by TA. This 

high temperature steam with temperature level of TA will be eventually mixed with 

methanol. 

Coefficient of performance (COP) as a measure of AHP performance can be 

derived from the heat balance equation coupled with entropy balance equation. For 

the AHP system described above, the heat balance equation can be expressed as: 

CAGE QQQQ +=+ .        (1.15) 

Since the temperature level of generator (TG) and evaporator (TE) are almost same, 

and can be simplified as uniform temperature TD, the entropy balance equation can be 

expressed as: 
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Combining Eq. (1.15) and (1.16), COP of AHP can be obtained: 
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The proof and derivation details of this COP formula can be seen in Appendix D. 

COP is an important parameter in refrigeration/ heat pump systems that can be viewed 

as a measure of the system performance. It shows the ratio between the desired output 

energy (in this case QA) over the required input energy (QG + QE). 

 

1.4.2 Features and Utilization of AHP 

Compared to vapor-compression heat pump, absorption heat pump systems 

have one major advantage that a liquid is compressed instead of a vapor, and thus the 

pump work required is very small (since liquid is rather incompressible compared to 

vapor and steady-flow work is proportional to the specific volume). Besides, 

compression heat pump systems typically utilize electricity (a high quality form of 

energy) as its main driving force, while absorption heat pump systems simultaneously 
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make use of other low quality input energy (such as waste heat) as its main driving 

force to achieve the heating purpose. 

Vapor compression heat pump is widely used for residential heating and 

cooling, food refrigeration, and automobile air-conditioning due to its compact size. 

However, for industrial purpose that emphasizes the efficient use of energy, 

absorption heat pump system is a choice in line. Since the main driving input energy 

of most absorption heat pumps is based on heat, it is therefore often classified as heat-

driven systems. Besides AHP, some other examples of heat-driven technologies 

include adsorption (solid/vapor), Stirling cycle, ejector and magnetic refrigeration 

systems. However, by far, AHP is the most widely applied [13]. 

There are two variations of AHP pumping types, i.e. Type I and Type II. In the 

Type I, the driving heat is input at the highest temperature level and the output is 

either refrigeration at the lowest temperature or heating at the intermediate 

temperature. On the other hand, in the Type II which is also known as heat 

transformer or temperature booster, the driving heat is input at the intermediate 

temperature level, and the output is the heat provided at the highest temperature level. 

In this study, our AHP is the Type II, which is suitable with the purpose of upgrading 

the temperature of a waste heat stream to a useful level. 

The refrigerant/ transport medium used in this AHP is the water-lithium 

bromide (H2O/LiBr) system. Besides H2O/LiBr, other systems often used are 

ammonia-water (NH3/H2O) system and water-lithium chloride (H2O/LiCl) system. 

 

1.5 Problem Identification 
As described in previous sections, MSR reaction requires the lowest operating 

temperature (theoretically less than 373 K) compared to steam reforming of other 

hydrocarbons. However, in the actual experiments (details in Chapter 2), MSR 

apparently requires temperature higher than 473 K to enable a high conversion of 

methanol into hydrogen. Therefore, the temperature level of enormous amount of 

waste heat (373-423 K) is not sufficient and needed to be boosted up. Using AHP is 

one promising approach in order to enhance the temperature of the waste heat to the 

degree favorable for MSR reaction.  
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However, AHP system requires some work for its driving force. How this 

AHP work compared with the energy gain (energy recovered) through MSR reaction 

is a point of interest. Besides, the combined system of AHP and MSR will also be 

evaluated in several conditions of MSR experiments and AHP parameters. When the 

experimental conditions of MSR and AHP parameters are changed, how this will 

affect the combined system performance, is also another aspect challenging to be 

investigated.  

 

1.6 Research Objectives 
The objectives of this research are as follow: 

• To evaluate the combined system of AHP and MSR, by investigating a 

proposed feasibility criterion which measures the ratio between energy gain 

via MSR over work required in AHP. 

• To understand important parameters in experimental MSR and AHP system, 

and how those parameters affect the combined system performance. 

• To determine the optimum conditions for parameters (i.e. AHP step number, 

S/C, GHSV) which are inter-dependant one another with the feasibility 

criterion of the combined system. 

 

1.7 Research Methodology 
To achieve the objectives stated in Section 1.6, this research was conducted in 

several steps. First, experiments of MSR and its important characteristics were 

performed and studied, which formed Chapter 2 of this thesis. In this study, AHP 

system was still explored in theoretical basis, mostly based on thermodynamics. The 

results of the MSR experiments were then interpolated, and coupled to combine with 

AHP parameters. This combined AHP-MSR system was evaluated through a 

calculation scheme which is in details in Chapter 3. In addition, a feasibility criterion 

as a measure of this combined system performance was proposed and investigated in 

several varying conditions of MSR and AHP parameters. From these results, 

understanding about how these MSR and AHP parameters affect the performance of 

combined system could be obtained. Further, this understanding could be used for 

optimization of the combined AHP-MSR system. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTS OF METHANOL STEAM 
REFORMING (MSR) 

 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the explanations of MSR experiments details. These 

include the descriptions of the equipments and apparatus, experimental conditions, 

important parameters involved, as well as results of experiments and discussions. 

Understanding of MSR experiments characteristics could serve as a useful knowledge 

to deal with a combined system of MSR and AHP in the next chapter. 

 

2.2 Experimental Set-up Descriptions 
The descriptions of experimental set-up consist of three main parts i.e.: the 

descriptions about the experimental equipments and apparatus, the conditions in 

which the experiments were performed, as well as the descriptions of important 

parameters involved in the MSR reaction. 

 

2.2.1 Equipments and Apparatus 

The experimental set-up of MSR consists of a reactor module, heating system, 

and gas analysis system as shown in Fig. 2.1. The reactor chamber (11 x 69 x 3 mm) 

was filled with 1.5 gram Cu/Zn/Al2O3 MDC commercial catalyst, crushed into grains 

with diameter 500 μm - 1.18 mm. Some details of the catalyst properties are provided 

in Table 2.1. Before performing the MSR reaction, the catalyst bed was pre-heated 

and reduced using mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen, 50 ml min-1 each, regulated by a 

flow meter (Horiba Stec SEC-B40™) at 250°C for 2 hours. 

Temperature measurement was conducted by inserting a K-type thermocouple 

with a 1 mm diameter into the middle of reactor. A heating system with temperature 

controller (FKC-11™ Tokyo Karasu Kikai) was operated to provide heating for the 

reactor. Inside the reactor, a relatively constant temperature profile was confirmed by 

means of a three points thermocouple inserted, with temperature variation of ± 3°C 
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between middle (center) part and inlet/ outlet part of the reactor. In addition, a heater, 

acting as an evaporator, was utilized to evaporate and preheat the methanol solution 

before being fed into the reactor. 

 

 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of the methanol steam reforming (MSR) experimental set-up. 

 

 

Table 2.1  
Some properties of Cu/Zn/Al2O3 MDC commercial catalyst used in MSR experiments. 

Composition CuO     42% 

 ZnO     47% 

 Al2O3   10% 

Density 1.2 kg/ l 

Suggested operating temperature 220-270°C 

Suggested S/C 1∼2 

Suggested GHSV 10000∼50000 h-1 

Expected methanol conversion 90-100% 
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2.2.2 Experimental Conditions 

In the reactor chamber, methanol and water vapor will react catalytically, in 

the endothermic manner, with enthalpy (energy) enhancement about 49.5 kJ for each 

mole of converted methanol. Simultaneously, a reverse water gas shift reaction might 

occur. These reactions have been previously described in Section 1.3.2: 

CH3OH(g) + H2O(g) ↔ CO2(g) + 3H2(g) ΔH°MSR = +49.5 kJ/ mol, (1.7) 
CO2(g) + H2(g) ↔ CO(g) + H2O(g)  ΔH°Shift = +41.1 kJ/ mol. (1.8) 

Both reactions are reversible reactions, which mean the forward and reverse reactions 

can occur simultaneously, and the significance of which way (forward or reverse 

reactions) depends on the operating conditions of the experiments (such as 

temperature, pressure, composition). 

The operating condition of MSR experiment was performed at temperature 

range 160-255°C measured by thermocouple inserted to the center of the reactor, with 

variation of four different values of gas hourly space velocity (GHSV = 4000 h-1, 

2666 h-1, 2000 h-1, 1333 h-1). Besides GHSV, several different values of steam to 

carbon (methanol) ratio (S/C = 1∼8) were also performed in these experiments.  

The product stream from the reactor outlet was then cooled by passing over a 

cold-trap in order to condensate the un-reacted water and methanol. Constant flow of 

nitrogen (50 ml/min) was supplied as the reference gas for the gas chromatography 

analysis. The remaining product gases and the supplied nitrogen were then analyzed 

using TCD and FID gas chromatograph (GC-8A Shimadzu) with C-R6A and C-R8A 

chromatopacs. 

 

2.2.3 Parameters Definitions 

Several parameters to describe the operating condition and performance of 

MSR are used i.e. S/C, GHSV, methanol conversion (ηMSR), and selectivity of product 

species (Sx). S/C is the molar ratio of steam over carbon (methanol), and in the steady 

flow system, it can be expressed as: 

m

sS/C
n
n

= ,         (2.1) 

where sn  is molar flow rate of steam at the inlet of reactor, and mn  is molar flow rate 

of methanol at the inlet of the reactor. On the other hand, GHSV (gas hourly space 
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velocity) is defined as the ratio between the gas flow into the reactor over the volume 

of catalyst: 

][mcatalyst ofVolume
]hm[inletat  OH and OHCH of rate Flow

][hGHSV 3

13
231

−
− = .  (2.2) 

Parameters describing the performance of MSR reaction include the methanol 

conversion rate and selectivity of product species. Methanol conversion rate (ηMSR) 

can be expressed as: 
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where mn  is the molar flow rate of methanol at the inlet and outlet of MSR reactor 

respectively. Another important parameter to describe the performance and 

characteristic of MSR reaction is the selectivity of chemical species of the product 

side. In this MSR research, selectivity of a product species X is defined as: 
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where X can be H2, CO, or CO2 respectively. 

 

2.3 Experimental Results and Discussions 
The main experimental results presented in this section are the methanol 

conversion and selectivity of product species, and how these two parameters are 

influenced by GHSV and S/C. Besides, a subsection about inert gas effect in 

experimental MSR is to be presented as well. 

 

2.3.1 Methanol Conversion 

The results of methanol conversion at different operating conditions are shown 

in Fig. 2.2 for GHSV variation and Fig. 2.3 for S/C variation. It is to point out that 

each experimental point obtained in this work is an average value of three times 

experimental measurements. From Fig. 2.2 and 2.3, it is obvious that due to the 

endothermic nature of MSR, the conversion of methanol is enhanced along with the 

increasing temperature. This enhancement pervades for all different GHSV and S/C, 

and might be attributed to endothermic reaction equilibrium proportional dependency 

on temperature as well as the reaction kinetics of the catalytic reforming. 
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Figure 2.2. Experimental results of methanol conversion as a function of temperature 

in several GHSV conditions. 
 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Experimental results of methanol conversion as a function of temperature 

in several S/C conditions. 
 

As shown in Fig. 2.2, the increase of GHSV results in lower conversion of 

methanol. This could be attributed to the shorter residence time of methanol solution 

having contact with the catalyst bed inside the reactor chamber, since higher GHSV 

means the faster flow of the methanol and steam mixture through the reactor. For our 
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experimental conditions, with GHSV smaller than 2000 h-1, S/C = 1, and reaction 

temperature of 225°C, the conversion of methanol could achieve level as high as 90%. 

Meanwhile, the steam-carbon molar ratio (S/C) also contributed positively on 

the conversion of methanol, as shown in Fig. 2.3. This is due to the equilibrium shift 

of MSR reaction towards products formation when the concentration of steam 

increases, as governed by Le Chatelier’s principle. Besides, the proportion of 

methanol in the solution also decreases, thus the chance of each CH3OH molecule to 

have contact with catalyst is becoming higher. As shown in Fig. 2.3, for the same 

GHSV of 4000 h-1, reaction with higher S/C shows better performance in term of 

methanol conversion than the one with lower S/C, and it seems that the positive effect 

of S/C is becoming more emphasized at the higher temperature. 

 

2.3.2 Selectivity of Product Species 

The products of MSR and reverse water gas shift reactions consist of three 

chemical species i.e. hydrogen (H2), CO2, and CO. In this subsection, the influences 

of GHSV and S/C on selectivity of H2, CO2, and CO will be presented and discussed. 

The definition of selectivity has been stated in Eq. (2.4) in subsection 2.2.3. 

 

 
Figure 2.4. Selectivity of hydrogen as a function of temperature in several GHSV 

conditions. 
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Figure 2.4 shows the selectivity of hydrogen in the varying conditions of 

temperature and GHSV modes. Apparently, selectivity of hydrogen is relatively 

constant with a little bit decrease at higher temperature. The decrease of hydrogen 

selectivity at higher temperature is due to the increase of CO selectivity at high 

temperature shown in Table 2.2. 

 

Table 2.2 
Selectivity of CO as a function of temperature in several GHSV conditions, unit in [%]. 

GHSV  
Temp [°C] 4000 h-1 2666 h-1 2000 h-1 1333 h-1 

160 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 

184 0.02 0.25 0.03 0.03 

202 0.03 0.04 0.81 0.15 

224 0.57 0.6 0.58 1.22 

253 2.83 1.81 2.23 3.17 

 

Selectivity of CO has significant dependence on the temperature, with the 

increase of about 2 to 3 % when the temperature was raised about 90°C from 160°C 

to 250°C as shown in Table 2.2. This CO increase can be attributed to the significance 

of reverse water gas shift reaction described in Eq. (1.8). On the other hand, GHSV 

has less significant effect to CO selectivity with average change of less than 1% from 

GHSV 4000 to 1333 h-1. Fluctuations of CO selectivity data pertained in Table 2.2 

might be due to the statistical nature of chemical reactions, where product species 

flowing out of the MSR reactor were not always in homogeneous manner. 

The selectivity of CO2 is shown in Fig. 2.5. When the temperature is increased 

from 160°C to 250°C, selectivity of CO2 increases a bit and then decreases again. The 

decrease at higher temperature is due to the fact that CO selectivity starts to gain 

significance at temperature above 250°C (as can be seen in Table 2.2). Meanwhile, 

the decrease of GHSV seems to give slight increase of CO2 selectivity, which is in 

accordance with the slight decrease of H2 selectivity at lower GHSV. However, in 

overall, in response of changing GHSV, CO2 selectivity can be viewed relatively 

constant, with the average selectivity change is less than 2%. 
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Figure 2.5. Selectivity of CO2 as a function of temperature in several GHSV 

conditions. 

 

 
Figure 2.6. Selectivity of hydrogen as a function of temperature in several S/C 

conditions. 
 

Next, the influences of S/C on selectivity of hydrogen, CO2 and CO are shown 

in Fig. 2.6, Table 2.3, and Fig. 2.7 respectively. Figure 2.6 shows the results of H2 

selectivity as a function of temperature in several S/C conditions. As can be seen, S/C 

relatively doesn’t give significant effects to the hydrogen selectivity. Selectivity of 
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hydrogen is also relatively constant along with the changing temperature, with a very 

slight decrease at higher temperature. 

 

Table 2.3 
Selectivity of CO2 as a function of temperature in several S/C conditions, unit in [%]. 

S/C  
Temp [°C] 1 2 4 8 

176 23.41 25.22 25.84 26.57 

203 25.69 25.81 24.87 23.48 

220 25.55 24.99 24.51 27.43 

 

On the other hand, the selectivity of CO2 with the variation of S/C and 

temperature is shown in Table 2.3. It is to point out that the temperature value shown 

in the first column of Table 2.3 is an average of four slightly different temperatures of 

the corresponding different S/C. The increase of temperature causes a slight decrease 

of CO2 selectivity, especially ones with low S/C value, which is related to the 

significant influence of S/C on CO selectivity (as shown in Fig. 2.7). 

 

 
Figure 2.7. Selectivity of CO as a function of temperature in several S/C conditions. 
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Figure 2.7 shows interesting results of the S/C effect on CO selectivity. As 

discussed earlier, the significance of reverse water gas shift reaction that produce CO 

will become significant at higher temperature. This can be obviously seen from Fig. 

2.7 that the tendency of increase pervades for all S/C value. However, the rate 

(gradient) of CO selectivity increase (by changes of temperatures) will decrease at 

higher S/C. At the condition of S/C = 8, the CO selectivity at about 220°C has 

relatively same value with CO selectivity at 203°C with S/C = 2. Therefore, S/C is 

one of parameters that can be adjusted to suppress the CO formation in the MSR 

reactor. 

 

2.3.3 Effect of Inert Gas in Experimental MSR 

Some results about inert gas effect on the methanol conversion are shown in 

Fig. 2.8. With S/C = 1 and GHSV 1000 h-1 (defined by Eq. 2.2), the conversion of 

methanol is relatively constant about 20% at temperature 168.8-169.1°C even though 

N (inert gas ratio to methanol) is increased to 4. The value of N = 1 corresponds to the 

flow of nitrogen gas about 19 ml/min to the reactor. Temperature seems to be a more 

influential parameter compared with inert gas presence, with slight temperature 

increase can significantly translate into slight increase of conversion. 

 

 
Figure 2.8. Methanol conversion as a function of inert gas composition. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
As discussed in previous subsections, it can be concluded that temperature, 

GHSV and S/C are important parameters which affect the level of methanol 

conversion. For the selectivity of product species, GHSV has relatively insignificant 

influence. However, temperature appears to have slight influence to selectivity of 

product species especially when the temperature level exceeds a state that makes 

reverse water gas shift reaction significant. On the other hand, S/C just has relative 

significance specifically to the selectivity of CO at high temperature. In overall, the 

results of our MSR experiments, with variation of temperature, GHSV, and S/C, show 

good agreement with those reported by other researchers [14-22]. 

As shown in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3, methanol conversion in MSR exhibits a nature 

of sigmoid-curve-like phenomena. The different conditions of GHSV and S/C will 

particularly affect the gradient of this conversion curve growth. Taking these into 

account, the experimental results can be curve-fitted into sigmoid function, 

interpolated, and then be used in the calculation for the combined system of MSR and 

AHP which is the main topic discussed in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EVALUATION OF COMBINED AHP-MSR 
SYSTEM 

 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the evaluation of combined AHP and MSR system, by 

taking into account the results of experimental MSR discussed in Chapter 2 to be 

coupled with theoretical approach and calculation of AHP system. The evaluation will 

be done through several steps which consist of the description about schematic of the 

combined AHP-MSR system, definition of related parameters in both systems, 

description about the calculation scheme, and discussions of the results of the 

combined system evaluation. 

 

3.2 Evaluation Method of Combined AHP-MSR System 
 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic of combined AHP and MSR systems. 
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Figure 3.1 shows the schematic of combined AHP and MSR systems. Waste 

heat contained in the 100°C (373 K) steam is boosted by AHP system to become high 

temperature steam, and then fed to the MSR reactor. Simultaneously, liquid methanol 

is evaporated and heated up to the temperature level of waste heat (TD). The methanol 

gas is mixed with high temperature steam in the MSR reactor, and reacted with the 

help of catalysts, producing output hydrogen. 

To evaluate the combined system of AHP and MSR, a calculation scheme is 

developed and the parameters related to both AHP and MSR systems are described. 

These parameters are then to be determined and optimized for achieving best 

performance of the combined system. To measure the performance of the combined 

AHP-MSR system, a feasibility criterion is proposed and investigated. 

 

3.2.1 Calculation Scheme and Descriptions 

To give a clear and brief understanding of the steps done in the evaluation of 

the combined AHP-MSR system, a calculation scheme is described in Fig. 3.2. The 

calculation scheme is divided into four steps. First step is to define the conditions of 

AHP which consists of parameters such as temperature of condenser (TC), temperature 

of evaporator/ generator/ waste heat (TD), and AHP step number. The second step is to 

calculate the temperature of absorber (TA), internal work required in AHP ( AHPW ), and 

coefficient of performance (COP) using the known conditions of the AHP. After that, 

the next step is to calculate the mixing temperature (Tmix) of methanol gas and steam 

as well as the interpolated methanol conversion based on sigmoid-curve fitting of the 

MSR experimental conversion. Then, the last step is to calculate the feasibility 

criterion which is a ratio of energy gain (energy recovered) through MSR reaction 

over the work required in AHP. The details and definitions of each parameter will be 

given in Subsection 3.2.2. 
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Figure 3.2. Scheme of calculation to evaluate the combined absorption heat pump – 
methanol steam reforming system. 

 

 

3.2.2 Parameters Definitions 

As shown in Fig. 3.2, the calculation is divided into four steps. First step is the 

determination of the AHP operating parameters, which include TC, TD, and n (AHP 

step number). Step number is the number of the stage/ step in AHP necessary for 

further boosting of output temperature of absorber (TA). In this research, the value of 

TA is adjusted by n (AHP step number). The relation between n and TA can be derived 
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from Dühring chart of H2O/ LiBr solution that shows linier proportionality between 

refrigerant temperature and solution temperature in the AHP system [23-24], and can 

be expressed as: 

( )nTTTT CDDA /= .        (3.1) 

In this calculation, a fixed temperature of waste heat TD = 373 K, is used to 

heat up evaporator and generator of AHP. Meanwhile, the condenser is cooled by 

water in room temperature, assumed to reach equilibrium at TC = 298 K. By 

increasing the step number while fixing TD and TC constant, higher TA can be obtained. 

Besides TA, the second step to calculate AHP parameters also includes internal 

work of AHP (denoted by AHPW ) and coefficient of performance (COP). AHPW  is the 

ideal work of AHP internal system, based on thermodynamics, which can be derived 

from equations: 
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therefore: 
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where sn is the molar flow rate of steam passing through AHP absorber to be heated 

up from TD to TA, AQ is the heat supplied by absorber to the passing steam, ηAHP is the 

efficiency of AHP, and cp,s is the specific heat of steam (regarded to be constant at 

36.5 Jmol-1K-1). Accordingly, the performance of AHP can also be described 

conveniently with COP which has been described in Chapter 1 Subsection 1.4.1 as 

follow: 
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After obtaining the performance parameters of AHP ( AHPW , COP) and output 

temperature (TA), the next step considers parameters involved in the combined system 

of AHP and MSR. Output steam from AHP with temperature TA is to be mixed with 

methanol gas, yielding a mixing temperature (Tmix) which can be expressed by: 

)()( OHCHmixm,mmixAs,s 3
TTcnTTcn pp −=− ,     (3.5) 
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where sn is the molar flow rate of steam to be mixed with methanol gas, cp,s is the 

specific heat of steam (36.5 Jmol-1K-1), mn is the molar flow rate of methanol gas to be 

mixed, cp,m is the specific heat of methanol gas (61.4 Jmol-1K-1), Tmix is the 

equilibrium temperature of mixing, and TCH3OH is the temperature of methanol gas 

before being mixed. Since methanol can be pre-heated by waste heat, TCH3OH is 

regarded to reach TD (373 K) before the mixing process. After the methanol gas and 

steam are mixed at temperature Tmix, with the help of catalyst, steam reforming of 

methanol occurs. Therefore, Tmix corresponds to temperature of reaction in 

experimental MSR. The value of ( sn / mn ) in Eq. (3.5) corresponds to steam-carbon 

ratio (S/C) in the MSR experiments. 

Experiment results of methanol conversion at certain GHSV and S/C are 

curve-fitted with sigmoid function described by: 

))(exp(1
1)(

mix
mixMSR xTD

T
−−+

=η ,      (3.6) 

where Tmix is the reaction temperature, D and x are coefficients which determine the 

gradient and dislocation of the sigmoid curve to be fitted to the experimental data. 

The fitting results of methanol conversion in several GHSV and S/C condition are 

then to be used as one of the numerators to calculate feasibility criterion. 

The final step of calculation scheme is to determine feasibility criterion (φ), 

which is defined as: 

AHP

MSRmixMSRm Δ)(
AHPforrequiredWork

MSRbygainEnergy
W

HTn ηφ == ,   (3.7) 

where ηMSR(Tmix) is the interpolated results of methanol conversion expressed in Eq. 

(3.6), ΔHMSR is the enthalpy (energy) enhancement of MSR reaction described in Eq. 

(1.7), mn is the molar flow rate of methanol, and AHPW  is the internal work required in 

AHP system, which is expressed in Eq. (3.4). The feasibility criterion will serve as a 

parameter to determine the effectiveness of this combined system by comparing net 

energy gain as its numerator and work required as its denominator. As the step 

number changes, while fixing the TD and TC, output temperature (TA) will also change, 

which subsequently affect the mixing temperature, conversion efficiency, AHPW  , and 

consequently the feasibility criterion. 
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3.3 Evaluation Results and Discussions 
After all the parameters are defined properly in the previous section, this 

section presents the calculation results of those parameters. This section consists of 

four subsections that describe the calculation results of AHP characteristic parameters, 

mixing temperature of steam and methanol, interpolated results of methanol 

conversion, and feasibility criterion results of combined AHP-MSR system. 

 

3.3.1 Characteristic Parameters of AHP 

The characteristic of AHP is indicated by three main parameters i.e. 

temperature of absorber (TA), coefficient of performance (COP), and internal work of 

AHP ( AHPW ). The result of TA is shown in Fig. 3.3. If the temperature of condenser 

(TC) and generator/ evaporator (TD) are fixed, the achievable TA will solely depend on 

number of steps in the AHP system. The increasing step number will be proportional 

to the exponential increase of TA. 

 

 
Figure 3.3. AHP absorber temperature as a function of AHP step number. 

 

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3.4, the increase of step number will be 

inversely proportional to the COP. The COP value reaches 0.55 at one step number, 

0.41 at two step number and further decrease to 0.33 at three step number. COP as a 

measure of thermodynamic performance of AHP depends only on the temperature of 
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AHP parts, as expressed in Eq. (1.17). Accordingly, the internal work of AHP ( AHPW ) 

required to heat up sn  moles of steam flowing in the absorber from TD to TA will 

increase along with the increasing step number. This is in accordance with AHP 

condition that at higher step number, AHP set-up complexity will increase and higher 

TA will be achieved, and therefore more work is required to achieve such condition. 

Besides, the increase of steam-carbon ratio (S/C) required for the mixing of methanol 

gas and steam in the combined system will also increase the AHPW . 

 

 
Figure 3.4. Coefficient of performance (COP) as a function of AHP step number. 

 
 
3.3.2 Mixing Temperature of Steam and Methanol 

After the steam is enhanced thermally by AHP system to the temperature level 

of TA, it is mixed with methanol gas pre-heated by waste heat. The mixing 

temperature with respect to the AHP step number is shown in Fig. 3.5. At one step 

number, increase of S/C from 1 to 2 has slight effect of mixing temperature increase 

of about 16 K. At higher step number, the effect of S/C on Tmix will become 

increasingly significant. This can be attributed to the much higher TA achievable by 

higher step number, as well as higher heat content of higher S/C value. The mixing 

temperature corresponds to the reaction temperature of the experimental MSR 
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Figure 3.5. Mixing temperature of methanol gas and steam as a function of AHP step 

number, at S/C = 1 and 2. 
 

 

Table 3.1 
Tabulated data of coefficients of sigmoid functions to curve-fit experimental methanol 
conversion. 

S/C GHSV [h-1] D x 

1 4000 0.057 489 

1 2666 0.06 473 

1 2000 0.07 470 

1 1333 0.077 462 

2 4000 0.048 491 

4 4000 0.049 484 

8 4000 0.052 476 

 

 

3.3.3 Curve Fitting of Experimental Methanol Conversion 

The experimental results of methanol conversion shown in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3 

can be curve-fitted using sigmoid function described by Eq. (3.6). In the experiments 

of MSR, it can be observed that GHSV and S/C affect the gradient and dislocation of 

the methanol conversion curve as a function of temperature. The coefficient D and x 

values of Eq. (3.6) can be adjusted accordingly in order to curve-fit the experimental 
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data with the lowest error. The tabulated results of estimated sigmoid coefficient D 

and x is shown in Table 3.1. The average error corresponding to deviation of these 

sigmoid fittings to the experimental data is under 5%. 

Using the sigmoid functions, the interpolated results of methanol conversion 

can be determined when the values of Tmix are taken as input variables and regarded as 

the temperature of MSR. The result of interpolated methanol conversion with 

variation of GHSV is shown in Fig. 3.6. 

 
Figure 3.6. Calculation results of methanol conversion as a function of AHP step 

number, at S/C = 1, GHSV 4000 h-1, 2000 h-1 and 1333 h-1. 
 

As shown in Fig. 3.6, at the same S/C, lower GHSV results in higher 

conversion at step number 2 and 3 compared to those of higher GHSV. This is in 

accordance with experimental results discussed in Sec. 2.3. On the other hand, at AHP 

step number higher than 3, methanol conversion has achieved its optimum point for 

both GHSV, since Tmix at this step number already reaches temperature more than 500 

K which enables the methanol conversion level almost 1. 

The result of S/C (steam-carbon molar ratio) on the interpolated methanol 

conversion is shown in Fig. 3.7. It shows that at higher S/C, higher conversion of 

methanol can be achieved. The trend of methanol conversion at AHP step number 

higher than 3 is similar to that of GHSV. At this condition, Tmix has achieved the 

temperature level sufficient enough to enable an almost 100% conversion of methanol. 
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It is interesting to notice that even though S/C effect on methanol conversion is less 

strong than that of GHSV; however in Fig. 3.7, at AHP step number 2, changes of S/C 

strongly enhance the methanol conversion. The reason behind this is that higher S/C 

corresponds to higher Tmix even though at the same AHP step number. 

 
Figure 3.7. Calculation results of methanol conversion as a function of AHP step 

number, at GHSV 4000 h-1, S/C = 1∼8. 
 

 

3.3.4 Feasibility Criterion of Combined AHP-MSR System 

After obtaining the interpolated results of methanol conversion, these results 

are to be used as numerator in the feasibility criterion formula as described in Eq. 

(3.7). By coupling with AHPW  as the denominator, the value of feasibility criterion can 

be determined. One of our main interests is to understand the influence of GHSV and 

S/C on the feasibility criterion of combined AHP-MSR system. 

The influence of GHSV on feasibility criterion is shown in Fig. 3.8. The 

results show that up to step number 3, lower GHSV results in higher feasibility 

criterion (φ). The optimum φ is achieved at step number 3. At step number higher than 

3, φ for both GHSV shows similar results since at this condition, the conversion of 

methanol has achieved its optimum condition, and the effect of GHSV on AHPW  and 

mn  diminishes each other. It is interesting to note that at step number 2 and 3, the 
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relatively similar increase of methanol conversion by lowering GHSV from 4000 h-1 

to 1333 h-1 will give different effect on feasibility criterion increase at those step 

numbers. This is caused by the fact that at higher step number; the required AHPW  also 

increases, therefore making the ratio of the methanol conversion as the numerator 

over AHPW  as the denominator becomes decreasing. 

 
Figure 3.8. Feasibility criterion as a function of AHP step number, at S/C = 1, GHSV 

4000 h-1, 2000 h-1 and 1333 h-1. 
 

Decreasing GHSV brings positive influence to the increase of feasibility 

criterion at step numbers up to 3. However, it should be pointed out that in the actual 

implementation, a lower GHSV means the slower production rate of hydrogen, which 

might be insufficient for achieving economics of scale in industries. Therefore, a 

tradeoff between feasibility criterion and production rate has to be considered in the 

real implementation of this combined AHP-MSR system. 

On the other hand, the increase of S/C results in several interesting changes of 

feasibility criterion (φ) characteristics. Since different value of S/C will cause the 

change of required AHPW , at higher value of step number, φ of different S/C will not 

overlap each other, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Besides, increasing S/C will result in the 

shifting of φ peak value from step number 3 to 2. This shifting is due to two main 

reasons. One is the difference of Tmix which subsequently affect the conversion level 
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of methanol at that certain step number. Another reason is the rapid increase of 

required AHPW  at higher step number and higher S/C. The shifting of feasibility 

criterion (φ) peak to lower AHP step number bring positive indication since lower 

step number of AHP corresponds to less investment cost of building the AHP system. 

 
Figure 3.9. Feasibility criterion as a function of AHP step number, at GHSV 4000 h-1, 

S/C = 1∼8. 
 

 

3.4 Conclusions 
Combined system of MSR and AHP was evaluated, and its effectiveness was 

determined by investigating the proposed feasibility criterion. Related parameters 

pertaining to the combined system, such as characteristic parameters of AHP, mixing 

temperature were calculated and discussed. Some results revealed that the decrease of 

GHSV caused the increase of feasibility criterion up to the step number 3. On the 

other hand, the increase of S/C resulted in the shifting of feasibility criterion peak 

from the step number 3 to 2. At the optimum condition, with constant TD 373 K and 

TC 298 K, our calculation results showed that feasibility criterion value of about 4 to 6 

could be achieved at step number 2 with the condition of S/C=2 and GHSV 4000 h-1 

or S/C=1 and GHSV 1333 h-1 respectively. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

4.1 Concluding Remarks 
From the discussions and analysis covered in previous chapters, following 

conclusions can be made: 

• In the experiments of MSR, increase of GHSV is in line with the decrease of 

methanol conversion, which main reason is due to the decrease of residence 

time of methanol and steam mixture in the reactor. On the other hand, increase 

of S/C is in-line with the increase of methanol conversion, which might be 

attributed to the concentration shift as governed by Le Chatelier’s principle, as 

well as higher probability for each methanol molecule to have contact with the 

catalysts surface. Meanwhile, inert gas was found to have relatively 

insignificant influence to the methanol conversion. 

• Selectivity of product species in MSR experiments is relatively independent of 

GHSV changes, and slightly affected by temperature change. The effect of 

temperature change can be attributed to the increase of CO selectivity at 

higher temperature which subsequently affects the selectivity of other product 

species. S/C brings significant influence specifically to the selectivity of CO, 

where increasing S/C is in-line with the CO selectivity decrease. 

• In the combined system of AHP and MSR, the obtained results show that the 

decrease of GHSV results in the increase of feasibility criterion for AHP step 

number up to 3. On the other hand, the increase of S/C results in the shifting of 

feasibility criterion peak from step number 3 to 2. However, the further 

increase of S/C will decrease the values of feasibility criterion, most notably 

for high AHP step numbers. 

• At the optimum condition, with constant TD 373 K and TC 298 K, our 

calculation results show that feasibility criterion value of about 4 to 6 could be 

achieved at step number 2 with the condition of S/C = 2 and GHSV 4000 h-1 

or S/C = 1 and GHSV 1333 h-1 respectively. 
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4.2 Further Perspectives 
Further works recommended to be done comprises of a two-fold approach i.e. 

efforts to decrease the reaction temperature of MSR while maintaining a high 

conversion rate, and/or to increase the waste heat temperature by means of other 

external systems such as AHP considered in this work. 

For the latter approach of integrating AHP into MSR system, many aspects are 

still possible to be explored further. One possibility is to take into account more 

parameters involved in the combined AHP-MSR system, as well as a more detailed 

consideration in the specific mechanism of each system. To verify the calculations/ 

model of the combined AHP-MSR system, eventually the actual/ experimental data of 

each system have to be unified. This can include the consideration of actual working 

AHP in industries, where the empirical performance of that AHP can be taken into 

account, to be considered in a more realistic analysis of the combined energy system. 

Even, one further step to realize pilot project of AHP-MSR system is a possibility as 

well. 

Another fold of approach is to try to enhance the performance of MSR 

reaction. One big challenge is to have high conversion of methanol at low reaction 

temperature. Several possibilities to achieve this include the considerations of 

membrane, catalysts, reactor, and integration with other energy systems. For example, 

the membrane is attached with catalyst, and a localized partial oxidation of methanol 

is performed to enhance the temperature rise around the membrane, in the hope of 

increasing membrane permeability (based on Richardson equation). Increase of 

permeability subsequently will affect the concentration balance, and thus shift the 

MSR reaction to product side, as governed by Le Chatelier’s principle. Other 

parameters of membrane and catalyst are also worth to be studied further to help 

improving MSR reaction. Reactor system is another possibility to be eyed, such as 

consideration of other physical parameters, stage reactions and reactor design, as well 

as problems in scaling-up of the production rate of hydrogen.  

Besides reactor system, another interesting aspect is to try to enhance MSR 

performance (conversion, yield, selectivity) by integration with other energy systems. 

One of these is the integration of plasma into the MSR reactor. However, plasma 

application will result in complex reactions and chemical species yield. The 
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interaction between plasma and catalyst/ membrane has not yet understood well. 

Concepts of physics and chemistry bounded in plasma energy system should also be 

studied if it is to be applied to this MSR energy system. 

Therefore, possibilities are still open for further works and research, in the 

hope to achieve an advanced and sustainable energy system. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 

COP  Coefficient of Performance 

cp  Specific heat capacity at constant pressure, Jmol-1K-1 

cp,m  Specific heat capacity of methanol, Jmol-1K-1 

cp,s  Specific heat capacity of steam, Jmol-1K-1 

D  Coefficient to adjust gradient of sigmoid function 

Rg    Gibbs free energy change of reaction, kJmol-1 

Rh   Enthalpy change of reaction, kJmol-1  

KP  Equilibrium constant 

n  Step number of absorption heat pump 

N  Inert gas – methanol ratio 

mn   Molar flow rate of methanol, mol s-1 

sn   Molar flow rate of steam, mol s-1 

P  Pressure, atm 

Pi  Partial pressure of species i, atm 

AQ   Heat supplied by AHP absorber to the flowing steam, J s-1 

QA  Heat generated by AHP absorber, J 

QC  Heat removed in AHP condenser, J 

QE  Heat supplied to AHP evaporator, J 

QG  Heat supplied to AHP generator, J 

Ru  Universal gas constant, 8.314 Jmol-1K-1 

S/C  Steam – carbon (methanol) molar ratio 

Sx  Selectivity of species x 

T  Temperature, K 

T0  Temperature of ambient (environment), K 

TA  Temperature of AHP absorber, K 

TC  Temperature of AHP condensor, K 

TD  Temperature of waste heat, K 

TE  Temperature of AHP evaporator, K 

TG  Temperature of AHP generator, K 

Tmix  Mixing temperature of steam and methanol, K 

x  Coefficient to adjust dislocation of sigmoid function 

AHPW   Internal work of absorption heat pump, J s-1 
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ΔG  Gibbs free energy change of reaction, kJmol-1 

ΔH  Enthalpy change of reaction, kJmol-1 

ΔS  Entropy change of reaction or a system, kJ K-1 

ε  Exergy rate 

ηAHP  Efficiency of absorption heat pump 

ηMSR  Efficiency of methanol conversion into product species 

φ  Feasibility criterion 

ν  Stoichiometric coefficient 

 

Subscript 

AHP  Absorption heat pump 

MSR  Methanol steam reforming 

A  Absorber 

c  Combustion 

C  Condenser 

D  Waste heat 

E  Evaporator 

f  Formation 

G  Generator 

m  Methanol 

mix  Mixing 

R  Reaction 

s  Steam 

0  Ambient/ environment state 

 

Superscript 

°   Standard reference state (298.15 K, 1 atm) 

˙  Quantity per unit time 

¯  Quantity per unit mole   
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APPENDIX A 
Derivation of Exergy Rate - Temperature Equation 

 

As stated in Subsection 1.2.2, exergy rate (ε) is defined as: 

H
G

Δ
Δ=ε .         (1.4) 

From the thermodynamic relations, the formula can be derived to become: 
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where  ΔG = Gibbs free energy change, 

 ΔH = Enthalpy change, 

 ΔS = Entropy change, 

T = Temperature of the heat/ substance/ system, 

T0 = Temperature of environment (298.15 K at STP), 

cp = Specific heat at constant pressure. 

At the constant pressure, P = P0 = constant, 

ΔH = cp ΔT,         (A.1) 

and 
0

ln
T
TcS p=Δ .        (A.2) 

Substituting T0 = 298 K to Eq. (1.5) with temperature of the system (T) as the 

changing variable, the graph of the exergy rate (ε) can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 

A-1. 
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Figure A-1. Graph of exergy rate as a function of temperature. 
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APPENDIX B 
Chemical Equilibrium and van’t Hoff Equation 

 

In a stoichiometric chemical reaction: 

νAA + νBB ↔ νCC + νDD,       (1.12) 

equilibrium constant of ideal-gas mixtures is defined as: 
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K P = ,        (1.11) 

which, in term of standard-state Gibbs function change, can also be expressed as: 
TRTG

P
ueK /)(Δ−= .        (B.1) 

The derivation to obtain Eq. (B.1) is provided in [25]. From Eq. (B.1), van’t Hoff 

equation can be derived, which is expressed as: 
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Integrate equation (1.9), and by regarding Rh  constant, it becomes: 
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where KP2 is the value of KP at T2. By substituting KP1 in accordance with Eq. (B.1), 

Eq. (B.3) will become: 
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Rearranging terms in Eq. (B.5) and generalize T2 as T, then Eq. (1.10) in Subsection 

1.3.2 can be obtained: 
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APPENDIX C 
Newton-Raphson Method for Solving Equilibrium 

Composition of Simultaneous MSR and Reverse Water Gas 
Shift Reactions  

 

For a set a non linier equation with two variables:  

f (x,y) = 0, and         (C.1) 

g (x,y) = 0,         (C.2) 

the solution by Newton-Raphson method is given by: 
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where:  

r0 = (x0, y0),         (C.5) 
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Recall the set of equilibrium composition formulas to solve: 
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assigning KP,MSR as k1 and KP,shift as k2 then Eq. (1.13) and (1.14) can be rewritten as: 

0)1()3())(1()21( 2342
1 =−−−+−−+++ PSNSk ββααβααα , (C.7) 

0)()3)(1(2
2 =+−−−− αβααβββα Sk .     (C.8) 

Since Eq. (C.7) and (C.8) are just specific case of Eq. (C.1) and (C.2) with α as x and 

β as y, then Eq. (C.7) and (C.8) can be solved using formulas of (C.3) and (C.4). 

Regarding (C.7) as f1 = 0 and (C.8) as f2 = 0, the derivation of f1 and f2 with respect to 

α and β can be determined, and thus the value of Q, α, and β can also be determined. 
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Below is the sample of Visual Basic codes to solve α : 
 

 
Function alp1(kpm1 As Double, kps1 As Double, s As Double, p As Double, n As Double) 
 
Dim a As Double 
Dim da As Double 
Dim b As Double 
Dim db As Double 
Dim f1 As Double 
Dim f1a As Double 
Dim f1b As Double 
Dim f2 As Double 
Dim f2a As Double 
Dim f2b As Double 
Dim Q As Double 
Dim i As Integer 
 
a = 0.5 
b = 0.1 
 
For i = 1 To 100 
 
f1 = kpm1 * (1 + 2 * a + s + n) ^ 2 * (1 - a) * (s - a + a * b) - a ^ 4 * (3 - b) ^ 3 * (1 - b) * p ^ 2 
f1a = kpm1 * (1 + 2 * a + s + n) ^ 2 * (1 - a) * (b - 1) + kpm1 * (1 + 2 * a + s + n) ^ 2 * (s - a + a * 
b) * (-1) + kpm1 * (1 - a) * (s - a + a * b) * 4 * (1 + 2 * a + s + n) - 4 * a ^ 3 * (3 - b) ^ 3 * (1 - b) * 
p ^ 2 
f1b = kpm1 * (1 + 2 * a + s + n) ^ 2 * (1 - a) * a + p ^ 2 * a ^ 4 * (3 - b) ^ 3 + p ^ 2 * a ^ 4 * (1 - b) 
* 3 * (3 - b) ^ 2 
f2 = kps1 * a ^ 2 * (1 - b) * (3 - b) - a * b * (s - a + a * b) 
f2a = kps1 * (1 - b) * (3 - b) * 2 * a - a * b * (b - 1) - b * (s - a + a * b) 
f2b = -1 * kps1 * a ^ 2 * (1 - b) - kps1 * a ^ 2 * (3 - b) - a ^ 2 * b - a * (s - a + a * b) 
Q = f1a * f2b - f1b * f2a 
da = (f2 * f1b - f1 * f2b) / Q 
db = (f1 * f2a - f2 * f1a) / Q 
a = a + da 
b = b + db 
 
Next 
alp1 = a 
 
End Function 
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APPENDIX D 
Proof of Entropy-Heat Balance Derived COP Formula 

 

From Subsection 1.4.1 of this thesis, we have Eq. (1.17) as follow: 
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which is derived from: 

Heat Balance Equation: CAGE QQQQ +=+ , and   (1.15) 

Entropy Balance Equation: 
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Since the temperature of the generator (TG) and evaporator (TE) are considered equal, 

we can write TG = TE = TD. Substituting Eq. (1.15) into Eq. (1.16), we get: 
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The Coefficient of Performance (COP) of the Absorption Heat Pump (AHP), which is 

to be derived, could be expressed as follow: 
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Substituting Eq. (B.4) into Eq. (B.5), the COP could be written as: 
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which is, as a matter of fact, equivalent to Eq. (1.17). 

Therefore, besides from the thermodynamic analysis of heat engine – heat 

pump combination, COP of AHP could also be derived from the heat balance and 

entropy balance combination as shown above. 
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